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Real life. Real stories.
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These are real life cases of human rights abuse – they were 

addressed under Australian anti-discrimination law. 



In this workshop, we will

1.� Take a brief look at the development of the recognition

 of human rights in Australia 

2.� Explain the participatory model for the development of

 this resource 

3.� Explore the resource 



1. Human Rights

•� A brief history 

•� The application of human rights in Australia 



What are human rights? Where do

 they come from? 
•� International response to WWII violence & crimes

•� In 1948, at the new United Nations, the first statement about human

 rights was made in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)

•� It says that human rights are the rights ALL humans have

•� They are: 

–� inalienable: they can’t be denied or given away 

–� indivisible: you get them all, not just the convenient bits 

•� There are 30 statements (or articles) in the UDHR 



Later, more were agreements needed 

eg. Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees

      International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 

      International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights, 1966 

•�UN member countries had to develop laws to support 

their obligations under international treaties. 

•�e.g. in Australia our Sex Discrimination Act (1984) 

helps meet our obligations under: 

–�UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination Against Women (1981).



Then more … 

•� Refugee Convention and Protocol 

•� Convention on the Rights of the Child

•� International Convention on the Elimination of all

 Forms of Racial Discrimination

•� Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

•� Convention against Torture

•� And more… 



What’s this mean in everyday language? 
Civil and political rights to: 

•� life

•� not be tortured or suffer other cruel or degrading treatment

•� be free from slavery and forced labour 

•� liberty and to be free from arbitrary arrest or detention

•� be treated with humanity if deprived of your liberty 

•� freedom of movement 

•� be presumed innocent until proven guilty 

•� privacy

•� think what you like and to practise any religion 

•� say what you like (without inciting hatred or violence)

•� vote and to participate in public life

•� be treated equally by the law. 



Economic, social & cultural rights to: 

•� family life, and to look after your children 

•� work and to be treated fairly at work

•� form and join a trade union

•� an adequate standard of living including adequate food,

 clothing and housing

•� access appropriate health care

•� a basic education

•� maintain your culture and language

•� access services regardless of your race, gender, age or

 disability.



In Australia we have 

State and territory level: 

•� ACT Human Rights Act, Victorian Charter (newish) 

•� State and territory legislation 

Federal level: 

•� Australian Constitution (very limited)

–�  note 2009 Federal government’s national consultation on

changing it. 

•� Federal legislation, e.g. anti-discrimination laws

•� Common law 

•� General ‘culture’ of respect for human rights 



The new Citizenship book states… 

•� Australia is a now multicultural society where every

 individual’s right to practise his or her beliefs and follow

 cultural traditions within the framework of the law, is

 respected and protected. 

•� Australia today has an active policy of inclusion where

 every person, of every race, feels a part of our society.

 This policy runs through all aspects of the Australian

 culture. It is part of our educational curriculum from early

 childhood through to university and is practised in our

 work places and the service industry.



•� The right of every individual to be treated equally and without

 discrimination is defended by the Australian Human Rights

 Commission and government anti-discrimination agencies in

 every state and territory.

•� Australia has become a multicultural society of harmony and

 acceptance. It is a country where migrants, Indigenous people

 and others born in Australia can feel free to pursue their goals

in peace. It is a place where past conflicts and resentments 

can be left far behind. 



•� Discrimination is where someone is not given the same rights
 or freedoms as others
–� e.g. because of their race, sex, disability, age or religion

•� Laws that cover all of Australia
–� Human Rights & Equal Opportunity Commission Act, 1986

–� Racial Discrimination Act, 1975
–� Sex Discrimination Act, 1984 

–� Disability Discrimination Act, 1992 
–� Age Discrimination Act, 2004 

All ‘administered’ by the Australian Human Rights Commission 

•� Plus State and Territory laws! 

Just quickly…discrimination & equality



•� Conventions and Declaration are the international
 standards 

•� Laws are the legal tools of equality in each country 

•� Without them you can’t act on inequality

•� But human rights are also about respect, how we are
 treated & how we treat everyone, everywhere,
 everyday

•� Equality and what you can do if you are not treated
 fairly are the key messages of

It’s your right!



2. Participatory model of resource

development

•� The project team 

•� Community stakeholders 

•� “We don’t want a slick product that looks like

 an ad.” 



Partnerships with peak government

 bodies and other service agencies 

•� Content comes directly from key messages of partner body 

•� Content drives the language of the resource 

–� Terminology and vocabulary 

–� Functional language 



Aim to empower 

•� Through awareness 

•� Through strategies 

•� Through specific language 

•� Through community involvement 

Resources to assist settlement and 

participation
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It’s your right! assists settlement and 

participation

•� Through awareness 

–� You have the right to complain 

•� Through strategies 

–� The processes, pathways and contacts 

•� Through specific language 

–� Model dialogues 

–� Model language structures for assertiveness and negotiation

–� Model speech rhythms, intonation and pronunciation  for 

comprehensibility

•� Through community involvement 



Limited literacy - a barrier to enjoying

 human rights 

•� Social, critical and text literacy

–� To understand the way through the systems in our

 society 

–� To identify negative attitudes of others, and to know

 how to make a complaint 

–� To have the language identify and pursue your

 rights



eg The learners said… 

•� “It is very interesting studying this because we are

 living in a very difficult world and as an immigrant

 we need to learn the language and the rules of this

 country.”

•� “It’s hurting you but you don’t know its discrimination

 – [It’s your right!] makes you understand that in a

 situation like this sometimes you don’t notice it but

it is discrimination.” 



So, the participatory model… 

•� Engages community stakeholders 

•� Makes opportunities for newly arrived individuals

 and communities 



3. The resource 

Work book     Reader

Audio CD
Work book    DVD and 

Audio CD 

Level 1 Level 2 



The reader 

Hayat is in a staff meeting with Albert and the other workers. 

Albert : I need someone to work in the shop.

Hayat: I can work in the shop. 

Albert : No. Cheri, can you do it?

Cheri: OK.

Albert: Good. Customers like to talk to people they know.

Hayat is disappointed.



The reader 

Later in the meeting, Hayat talks about what she wants.

Kathy: Hayat, what would you like Albert and the

company to do?

Hayat: I’d like the company to write a reference for 

me so I can get another job. And I’d like Albert to

apologise to me.

Kathy: Is there anything else?

Hayat: Yes. I’d also like the company to teach the

workers about racial discrimination so this

doesn’t happen again. And I’d like three

months’ pay. My husband and I are spending all 

our savings because I lost my job.



The reader – grounds of discrimination 



The reader – areas of discrimination 



The DVD 

•� 4 parts 

•� Explores Hayat’s  journey from workplace to 

 the Australian Human Rights Commission. 

•� Part 1 includes Discrimination cases 



The workbooks 



Each work book includes… 

Anti-Discrimination Commission

Queensland

Northern Territory of Australia Anti

-Discrimination Commission

Anti-Discrimination Board 

of New South Wales

Equal Opportunity Commission

 of South Australia

Equal Opportunity Commission

 Western Australia

Victorian Equal Opportunity and

 Human Rights Commission

Office of the Anti-Discrimination

Commissioner  (Tasmania)

Human Rights Commission

 (Australian Capital Territory)

The Australian Human Rights

 Commission  can assist people

 all over Australia.

State and territory anti

-discrimination agencies can

 assist at state or territory level. 

Australian Human Rights Commission



Sample activities – Book 2 



Sample activities – Book 2 



Sample activities – Book 2 



Sample activities – Book 2

“Another thing I gain a lot from the teacher was an article about Aboriginal people, he told us 

Eddie Mabo’s story. I’m a new comer to Australia but I’m happy I knew something about Australian

history. It’s very good for me. If you want to involve in a society you should know something about 
Australia and I learn about a real person, a real event and it made me feel like I was a citizen and 

am involved in Australia”.



Sample activities – Book 2



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Sample activities – Book 1 



Work book appendices 

•�Websites of anti-discrimination agencies

 throughout Australia

•�Role play cards 

•�More information links 

•�Comprehensive teacher notes giving

 background and classroom methodology 

•�Answers

•�Audio scripts 



Did we achieve our aims? 

Evaluation study: 

•� Before & after learner survey + Teacher diary + 10 Learner focus

 groups + 11 teacher depth interviews 

All showed Its Your Right! :

•� Effectively aids language acquisition & disseminated Human Rights

 information 

•� Teachers & learners thought it relevant and informative 

•� Increased discrimination vocabulary 

•� Increased confidence, awareness of discrimination, equality,

and in turn leading to a sense of empowerment 

•� Increased awareness of the actions they could take if treated

unfairly



The learners said… 

•� “I learn about the rights and this program shows how you do it

 step by step in the correct way and it’s really comforting when

 we come to this situation because we have more confidence.

 The confidence comes from understanding.”

•� “I learn how to be strong and don’t be afraid with someone who

 discriminate you. And use the Human Right situation and

 being polite and learn how to face the problem now – what are

 you going to do step by step.”



Want more info? 

Download It’s Your Right! (or for more information) go to:

www.humanrights.gov.au/education/esl
Email contact: cassandra.dawes@humanrights.gov.au

Australian Human Rights Commission

www.humanrights.gov.au



•� “The first time I learn about this, I borrow the book

 from my teacher and give it to my husband and said

 this is the first thing they teach us and look at this

 book, just read it.”


